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Thrive Private Event Pre-Assessment 
 

We are so excited that you are interested in Thrive! As a Network member but a non-Facilitator we 
would love to help you. To get started, first help us see where Thrive fits in your organization’s larger 
MPD strategy. Once you’ve filled this out, email to training@supportraisingsolutions.org 
 
Note: No pre-assessments will be accepted until after Thrive has gone to print in March.  
 

1. Is there a need in your staff that you hope SRS Thrive can meet? Are they under supported, lacking in 
good communication with their partners, or generally avoiding MPD work until it becomes a necessity 
instead of integrating it into their workweek? What are you hoping the outcome will be? 
 

2. What is the average support of the staff that would be attending? What is the highest and lowest % of 
support from staff that would be attending? 
Thrive doesn't teach support raising but rather maintenance and healthy habits; we want to be sure 
the training you are looking at actually meets the needs of your staff. 
 

3. What do you see the role of running a Thrive playing in your larger MPD organizational strategy? 
Training plugs a leak but it doesn't fix the integrity or height of the dam. It sounds like your CEO is on 
board but what is the greater vision and culture of your organization towards MPD? 
 

4. What initial MPD training do you have that the staff attending would have experienced? How does it 
train them for phone calls, presentations, and follow up? What is the general perspective 
communicated on what the purpose behind partnership development is? 
Because Thrive does not include initial support raising training, there are some concepts that are 
assumed that the audience already knows. We want to know that your staff already have these 
foundational concepts and methods. 
 

5. What is your capacity to highly invest in these staff before and after an event? Do you have the 
capacity to meet with these staff members once a week for a 6-week preparation going over the prep 
work and starting to dialogue about the concepts? Would you be able to have consistent follow up 
for several weeks after the event with recurring check-ins a few months down the road? 
 

6. What timeframe are you looking at, when would you want to run this training? 
 

7. How many staff are you expecting to actually attend? Will this be mandated? Are your senior staff 
typically open to attending training like this? 

 
 


